Delivering Expert Project Execution
for Cloud ERP
Successful transformation involves more than just implementing the technology, from data quality and governance
to project and change management. We bring a tailored, client-centric approach to support large global
deployments, providing blended solutions to ensure rapid adoption and sustainable success.
Whether it’s part of a comprehensive transformation effort or upgrade of existing applications, RGP can help you at
every step of the end-to-end process of planning, selecting and implementing a cloud ERP. We bridge the gap
between IT and the business, working alongside system integrators and providing coverage for project roles across
all workstreams to ensure your objectives are achieved.

Partnering for Sustainable Cloud ERP Success
Our consultants have deep technical expertise and experience with the systems driving today’s digital enterprise—
helping ensure your cloud ERP implementation delivers maximum value with minimal disruption. We can help you with:
•

System Selection

•

System Assessment & Optimization

•

System Implementation Support

RGP has supported our clients with hundreds of system implementations and
upgrades as well as technology optimization and software selection. Wherever
you are on your cloud ERP journey, you can rely on RGP to help you deliver the
expected benefits.

450+

200+

System implementation
projects

System upgrades and technology
optimization initiatives

75+

1,000+

Software selection
engagements

Successful change management
initiatives with 500+ clients

RGP Business Technology engagements over the last 5 years

Technology Partners
We take a holistic, vendor-agnostic approach designed to help you make smart decisions and execute sustainable
best practices. Strategic alliances with leading cloud ERP providers enable us to deliver successful initiatives across
every industry and business function.
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Delivering Expert Project Execution & Return on Change™

Integrated Solutions Provide End-to-End Support
Program & Project Management

Business Requirements & Process Design

Cloud ERP implementations require expert project
managers who can deftly align stakeholders, anticipate
risks, and orchestrate multiple cross-functional
workstreams, from launch to go-live. Our senior-level
PMs have decades of experience and have executed
hundreds of ERP transformations.

It's essential to understand the business, data and
technical requirements at the outset and carefully
define the scope. We provide a critical link between
functional stakeholders and technical design teams,
ensuring the design and implementation meet
requirements and best practices.

Testing Strategy & Execution

Data Migration & Governance

Every implementation requires a solid testing
approach to ensure systems are ready for production
release while minimizing the risk of unanticipated
delays. We provide end-to-end integration testing,
including user acceptance, test scripts, scenarios
and results.

Data migration is the backbone of any ERP
implementation. We work with you to establish the
appropriate governance and techniques to bring in
clean, relevant data and maintain best practices on
Day 2 and beyond. We also support data conversion
into the new system.

Reporting

Risk & Compliance

Proactive planning ensures your data not only supports
basic reporting needs, but also enables real-time analytics
and insights. Combining expertise in data, finance and
accounting, and compliance, our consultants define a
reporting strategy, prioritize reporting requirements, and
optimize reports.

To ensure proper governance of a cloud ERP system
implementation, it's critical to include risks and
controls in your process design and requirements. A
system implementation audit verifies that leading
practices are followed.

Change Management & Training

Cutover & Hyper Care Support

Using the RGP Return on Change™ Framework, our
experienced consultants drive adoption of change
across your organization to ensure rapid realization of
benefits. We also provide role-based training, curriculum
development and delivery to support user adoption.

A solid cutover strategy ensures a smooth go-live and
minimizes operational impact, while the post-go-live
support strategy helps ensure a higher system adoption
rate. We proactively establish a cutover plan that
accounts for all aspects of a cloud ERP implementation,
including legacy systems, and establish a clear roadmap
for post-go-live support.

Return on Change™

About RGP
RGP is a global consulting firm that connects expertise
with project work, helping our clients to tackle change
and execute business transformation in a way that is
intrinsically human. Disrupting the professional
services industry since 1996, we’re a pioneer in
providing solutions that address the unmet needs of
today’s workplaces and the future-proofing
requirements of tomorrow.
Contact us: CloudERP@RGP.com
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powered by Kotter
RGP’s strategic partnership with Kotter helps
businesses drive and sustain change through a 90day alignment and accelerator framework. Our
Return on Change Framework, combined with
Kotter’s Accelerator methodology, enables your
organization to set aside distractions and focus on
achieving “seemingly impossible, but achievable”
goals in 90 days or less.

